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: A challenge 
to phallocentric literacy 
practices in high schools 

Abstract 

High School English literature, as with mainstream texts and 
visual media, adopt phallocentric language and gender 
imagery. Phallocentric literature used in high school locates 
male characters in dominant, empowered roles which 
subjugate, control and exploit female and marginalised male 
characters [homosexual. non-white) with historically ascribed 
compliance. Phallocentric language locates the marginalised 
characters as binary 'others' in de-authorised, disemp:iwered 
roles with no discurstve space except in relation to the 
dominant Eurocentric white male. 

We prop:ise radical changes to the structure of language and 
the selection of texts for the high school English curriculum in 
order to challenge the colonisation of the marginal discursive 
space by dominant male language, and to change negative 
imagery for characters deemed as 'other'. Critical literacy 
approaches and gender reform p:ilicies, which have 
attempted to address the gender equity issue in literary texts, 
have acted as a panacea, unable to otter the gender status 
quo. We argue that because critical literacy approaches work 
within the phallocentric paradigm, they position gender groups 
in opposition to each other, in polarised camps, thereby 
limiting the genders and any debate about them. 

This article proposes a 'cliticol' literacy paradigm (Cliterocentnc 
rather than Phallocentric) which promotes language and literary 
texts that locate mar'ginal characters in their own space rather 
than the space designated by the dominant male paradigm. 
Clitical literacy challenges the critical literacy paradigm by 
incorporating 'cliterocentric' texts into the high school literary 
curriculum, literature which features female and marginalised 
characters in dominant and empowered roles. Wrth the clitical 
literacy approoch, the gender-inclusive curriculum has a better 
chance to become a lived reality inste-c-:i of a token 
commttment to anarysing gender differ',<!Ces. Furthermore, 
exposure to positive gendered char·acts-; :, in literature may help 
to deter discrimination and victimisation 1 i •,rough sexism and 
bullying in high schools. 
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You were wired but not
programmed for gender in
the same sense that you
were wired bu t not
programmed for language.
Your gender identity
couldn't differentiate as
male or female without
social stimulation ...

(Money & Tucker - Sexual
Signatures - 1977:(9).

The l~erary texts which are
chosen for study in schools
reflect a tradition of wh~e
male hegemony (Carty;
1992, Gilbert; 1989), This
tradition of phallocentric
dominance is imbedded in
the language of l~erary texts
and in the hierarchical
structures which act to
canonise them, In ianguage
and l~erature, the 'wh~e

European male', not as an
indMdual but as an
ideological construct, Is the
normalised uniVersal self by
which all 'others' are
measured (Singh; 1994:92). in
high schools and in English
classrooms, ~ is through the
'male tradition' that students
leam about their gendered
identity and place in society
(Gilbert & Taylor; 1991),

Research by Freebodv and
Baker (1985) into children's first
schoolbooks ascertained
gender identity as an
important concept in
chiidren's I~erature. They
found that difference in
gender roies and stereotypes
are established in children's
first readers, in first
schoolbooks, boys appear
more often as indiViduals,

whereas girls appear in
groups, In addition, boys

tend to be subjects who play
actiVe roles (hurt shout ffJink
work) while girls tend to be
objects acted upon - (to hold
onto. kiss), Girls in first readers
are exciusiVely descrlbed as
young. dancing. and pretty,
and are more likely to be
descrlbed as Ilffle. The
research by Gilbert and Rowe
(1989) alse found restrlcted
gender stereotypes for girls in
schooi readers, core iibrarles,
and award-winning i~erature.

It has been noted that
almost without """,eption
quite extraordinarily limited
and unrealistic portrayals of
women and girls are mad..
in these books, and that the
situati~n has not altered
significantly ... d..spite
concern from educators for
the ksirability of doing so
and the release of non
sexist guid..lines by a
number of publishing
houses 0989:4-5).

A iist ot 250 'greaf books
recently compiled by the
British Millennium Commission
to supply British students of the
21" century with a selection of
i~eraryciassics included only
30 titles written by women. In
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Queensland, Courier Mall
readers and three male
academics were asked to
submit books they would add
to or remove from the
Millenniallist. Books by
Charles Dickens were the
most popular addition while
books by Jane Austen were
most often removed (Courier
Mall, Jan. 28:1998). The
endorsement of 'classic
greats' in i~erature is an
aftirmatlon of the
phallocentric culture which
supports and recognises
these works, Once I~erature is
endorsed as 'classic' or 'greaf
~ becomes what McCarthy
(1993) terms 'canonical
knowledge': official.
dominant and legitimate, ~ is
the 'community of experts'
from the dominant
malf)stream male trad~ion

who endorse and produce
this canonical knowledge
(Carty; 1992).

The community of experts has
been largely responsible for
deciding what Is recognised
as I~erature. and what
becomes sanctioned as the
literary canon in educational
institutions, Women's
contribution to the literary
canons has been muted and
made invisible in order to
establish the prlmacy and
autihentlcity of the male view
of the world (Spender; 1980),
In a hegemonlc phallocentric
world, woman's discursiVe
spoce is colonised through
male supremacy, in a way
which SUbjugates, dominates
and controls,
Furthermore, for
the male
position to be
the standard
upon which to



define 'female', she is
discursively construcfed as
marginaL as ·othe(. The
phallocen1ric production and
control of what counts as
knowledge and phallocen1ric
construction of gender within
knowledge has largely
shaped the literacy practices
arid literature choices within
Australian high schools,

Literacy Practices in
High School English
Classrooms
In many high school English
classrooms, language and
literacy have been regarded
as neutral practices, a belief
which has allowed dominant.
mainstream. phallocen!ric
cuiture to be accepted as
the norm (Luke, Luke, &
Carr; 1994), Literacy practices
In the 1960s, 70s and early
80s in Australia were based
on a child-centred
pedagogy, and focused on
the development of the
individual and personal
expression (Gilbert: 1989), TIlls
pedagogy meant English
language classrooms
focused on Individual
expression in reading and
writing practices under the
titles of 'creative writing' and
'whole language'. TIlis type of
pedagogy, Gilbert (1989)
notes, is limited In its potential
to change classroom
contexts for girls beCause it
does nothing to challenge
sexual stereotypes and
discrimination in reading and
writing, sexism in literacy
practices is Ideologicaily
pordoned through the
freedom of personal
expression,

In the mid 80s a social theory
of language, Systemic
functional linguistics

[advocated by Michael
Halliday: 1985) eVOlved. TIle
Systemic-functional modei
recognised language as a
social-semiotic messcge
system embedded in a
context of cuiture. TIle social
language theory identified
genres in reoding and writing
as recognisable forms and
conventions of language that
could be taught and read.
The identification of genres In
language challenged the
naturaVneutral theories of the
individualistic pedagogy and
offered teachers and
students a new way of seeing
language and texts in social
and cuitural contexts. TIle
English Syllabus for Vears 1 to
10 (1994) acknowledges the
importance of genre by
noting, •... the Ideologies of
a cultural group are
represented by knowledge.
values and practices. and
these representations are
expressed through genre"
(p,2), The aim of teoching
genre through explicit
pedagogy is to give stUdents
(Including marginalised
groups) access to genres of
power. However, for girls and
marginallsed groups it
illuminates but fails to change
the power status quo
[lhorbum; 1995). For
example, literature can be
recognised as belonging to a
porticular genre, and
language can be used to
follow a set of discursive
conventions, but the canon
of literature itself and the
language and underlying
meanings in texts remain
unchallenged within the
genre approach. A
Statement on English for
Australian Schools (1994) as
well as adopting a social
contextual understanding of
language (p.37)
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encomposses the principles
of the National Policy for the
Education of Girls in
Australian Schools (1997).
These principles have been
incorporated into the beliefs.
statements, ond profiles of
the English curriculum in an
attempt to address the issue
of gender inclusivity.

Gender Reform Policy
A gender reform policy
entitied National Policy for the
Education of Girls in
Australian schools and
National Action Plan for
Education of Girls 1993-97
was introduced In an attempt
to explore the construction of
gender and its implications
for policy and practice.

A major concem of the
document was to address the
increasing violence (Including
bullying), destructive
behaviour, racism, sexism,
homophobia, negative
relationships with authority
and peers, SUicides, and drug
abuse in schools, TIle policy
argues that violence in
schools and communities is
related to limited
understanding of
'appropriate' femininity and
masculinity. TIle Notional
Action Plan recognises that
the role of language is crucial
to the process of developing
gender equity. While
language shopes reality, it
also limits what ideas and
concepts are available in a
porticular situation.

TIle National Action Plan
acknowledges schools as
having an active role in the
construction of gender and
having a responsibility to
ensure that all organisational
and management practices



refiect commitment to
gender equity. Although the
gender reform policy has
made some valuable insights
into gender issues. in practice
it has not been able to fulfil its
agenda. The ensuing
problem is that the hierarchy
remains intact in this reform
policy, hence stereotypes far
gendered roles are sustained
not changed, The
commitment to gender
equity through the National
Action Pion was largely a
response to how narrow
versions of masculinity, and
obsolete views of men's and
women's roles, restrict boys'
opportunities in relation to
their educational and social
development, vocational
experiences, and therefore
their subsequent life chances,
The policy also states "it is
c1eor that boys have needs
that are not being met
effectively by schoor [p.5),
The concem over the
restriction of boys'
opportunities. in a policy
which is supposed to be
addressing "education for
girls', indicates that the
hidden agenda comes from
the dominant phaliocenfrtc
culture. It may also be,
poradoxically, a backlash to
the feminist exploration of
gender. The resuit of this
reform policy is that concems
for girls have been pushed to
the mnge.

AA example of
fundamentalist phaliocenfrtc
backlash to gender reform In
literacy practices was
demonstrated recentiy by the
children's author, John
Marsden. He has written
Secret Men's Business
exclusively for bays~ going so
far as to demand male
editors and designers and for

the book to be baund in a
plastic wrapper for boys only.
In his comments reported in
the Courier Moll [Mor 14.
1998) he said, ..

Selection of Literature

The selection of literature in
Australian high schools has
generally refiected the
culturai values of 19'" and 20'"
century Britain (Luke, Luke, &
Carr; 1994). When making
literature choices, English
teochers are infiuericed by
culturally and historically
determined values
(McGee; 1993), The 'cultural
heritage model' (Cope &
Kalanzis; 1993) in Thorbum
[1995:23) is often adopted in
high schools and Is based on
the premise that the best way
to enhonce literacy is to
expose students to the
'greats' of the literary canon.

A st=dy diet of traditional
authors li/u, Hardy,
Lawrence, James,

Fitzgerald, Steinkk,
Forster, OruJen -writers
often chosen for close study
in Australian secondary
schools - does not do a lot
for the construction of a
positive contemporary
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female view of I;fe (Gilbert
& Rowe, 1991:14).

These authors as well as
typical selections by
Queensland high schools
including George Bemard
Show - 'Pygmalion'. William
Gelding - 'Lord of the Flies',
Albert B, Facey - 'A Fortunate
Life'. D. H, Laurence - 'Sons
and Lovers', MeMIIe - 'Moby
Dick', and Graham Green
'The Power and the Glory'
reinforce the dominant and
mainstreom phaliocenfrtc
values, tastes and
stereotypes. The tradition in
iiterature and the canon it
promotes is evidence that
literary history hos colluded
with dominant pa!rtarchal
ideology (Gilbert; 1989).

The repercussions of a
phaliocenfrtc literary canon in
high school contexts is that it
promotes a dominant male
ideology which pervades into
other areos of school lite,
Phaliocenfrtc choices in
literature condone the
domination and oppression
of girls as a social group in
high schools. If notions of
female inferlority are
embedded in literary texts.
and these texts are validated
by the community of experts,
then girls became objects of
this knowledge. Girls, as
objects of such knowledge,
become sites for what
Foucauit descrlbes as 'the
exercise of power (Foucauit,
in Sheridan; 1980). This power
is acted out through physical
power and aggreSSion, crude
and offensive behaviour, and
disporaging comments about
girls and their bodies, which
hove the effect of placing
girls and other marginalised



words, acts, values, beliefs,
attitudes, and social
identities, as well as gestures,
glances, body posijions, and
clothes"(1990:127).
Freebody, Luke and Gilbert
(1991 ) define criticallijeracy
practice as the capacity to
interrogate texts and unveil
their idealogical workings.
Critical lijeracy practices
have been !Tialed through
units of work in a number of
high schools in Australia. The
following case study is an
exampie of how critical
lijeracy was implemented in
a classroam.

Freebody, Luke and Gilbert
(1991 ) and others. Friere and
Macedo argue that the
construction of lijeracy is a
polijical practice which can
be a toal of oppression
allowing one group to
dominate another (1987).
Gee (1990) sees literacy as a
'socially contested term',
whereby power, ideaiogy and
social identity determine what
counts as lijeracy. Gee
argues that critical lijeracy
must entail a meta
knowiedge of the discourses
used to express meaning
(1990). Discourses are "...
ways of being in the worid, or
forms of life which integrate

StUCI~~,::Z:"""~"'"r:''''' , y.,' ,,,vi> :'~: ;:_;:",';.IU'J~(l"1fi~~~~~.'I,i.
"'r~

A unij on the study of the novel 'The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier was produced by grade 11
English teacher Kevin Thorburn. He suggests to teachers that critical iijeracy".. , requires only slight
changes to their 'usual practice"'. We suggest 'usual' could refer to the primary phallocen!Tic
model of education. However if this were the case, then a huge change to normal practice would
be required otherwise it risks becoming a token measure.

A Case Study of Critical Literacy in a
High School English ClassroOIn

groups in disempowered
positions in society.

Critical Literacy

As port of ijs plan to address
lijeracy education, The
Queensland Education
Department (1 994) has
endorsed a critical lijeracy
approach. Critical literacy is
based on an awareness that
lijeracy is socially constructed,
idealogical, and influenced
by power relations which
operate in cuijure, society
and institutions. The concept
of criticai lijeracy has been
developed from a number of
strands of work by Friere and
Macedo (1987), Gee (1990),

As part of the critical lijeracy approach to reading the novel Thorbum recommends the following
questions for interrogating the text.

• In what ways does this text have anything to do with your life or the life of your friends?

{orientation]

• Are you aware of any groups (in your Immediate area) that this would have anything to do
with?~e~vance,realffychec~

• What are the messages or ideas in the text? {discourses, ideaiogy, po.Ner]

• Who is writing/composing the text? {subject/object positioning]

• Whose ideas are not being shown? {others]

• Is the text trying to influence (change or reinforce attitudes, opinions, behaviours) you and if so

in what ways?

• What words and phrases does the text use which might influence you? {pOwer ot language]

Kevin Thorburn notes that in using critical lijeracy in conjunction with the study of the novel. students
from bath mainstream and marginalised groups benemed, aithough he did not detail in what ways
they benefited. It would seem the value of criticallijeracy practice in high schoal English
classrooms is ijs ability to provide students with an awareness of the power of discourse and the
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Our analysis of text extracts indicated that all of the novels except The Lake at the End of the World
were written from a phallocentric perspective (see the appendix for our textual analysis). CrIt1cal
literacy is unable to come up with some aitemative gendered texts, because as an approach it is
deSigned to reflect on 'what is' instead of 'what could be' in terms of choices for high schOOl
literature.

construction of gendered subjectivity in ianguage and literature. CrIt1calliteracy practices highlight
the ideological workings of language which produce, reproduce and maintain arrangements of
power which are unequal (Lankshear:1994). However, crlt1calliteracy strategies, including the 1ypes
of questions that students leam to use to interrogate texts, are limited In their ability to change
or offer aitematives to the gender roles and sterea1ypes. Where genre names a text in
sociaVcuitural terms, crlt1cal literacy strategies go about unpocking the social positions of those who
are producing, reading, and using a text. CrIt1calliteracy strategies make readers more active with
analysing, interpreting, and unraveling meaning, power and idealogy in texts; it does not Change
the text or offer an aitemative. In this sense crlt1calliteracy is active but not transformative.

A1temative choices of novels to the traditional literary canon were chosen by a Brisbone High
SChool English Deportment which advocates crlt1cal literacy strategies. An analysis of the texts
chosen show that crlt1cal literacy does not censor the use of gender stereo1ypes in the selection of
'aitemative' literature. In four out of the five texts used across the grades. stereo1ypes remained the
dominant representation of gender roles, The texts chosen by teachers included:

Cliterocentric Paradigm. - a
CLmCAL literacy approach
A cliterocentric paradigm and a 'cliticar
literacy approach promotes language and
literature which locate gins, women and other
marginalised groups in their own space rather
than the limited space allowed in the
phallocentric paradigm. In terms of the high
schOOl English curriculum this would mean a
bolance of literature including texts which
present a female perspective, such as The
Lake at the End of the World, with strong
female and male characters, Literature
should use language which challenges the
phallocentric meanings underlying the words
themselves. This means gendered
characters which act. think. and speak
according to the situation and context rather
than from privileged or subjugated positions
determined by fundamental gender
stereo1ypes, New words and new meanings

propose a new paradigm and a new
approach to literacy.

So Much to Tell You [by John Marsden)

The Lake at the End of the Wond (by Caroline MacDonald)

Tomorrow When the War Began (by John Marsden)

• Space Demons (by Gillian RUbenstein)

Lockie Leonard Scum Buster (by TIm Winton)

•

•

•

~:. '\

~ j)

A Cliticallook at Critical Literacy

Critical literacy is a valuable tool in high
school literature study because it helps
students to expose and understand the
ideological workings of language. it seems,
however, that aithaugh crlt1cal literacy
analysis reveals the power in language, it
doesn't actually change the status of that
power. A reason for this is that crlt1calliteracy
operates within a phallocentric paradigm
which concedes to being challenged but not
actually changed, The phallocentTic
paradigm places gender groups in
opposition to each other, in polarised camps,
and limits any debate about them, Attempts
to examine gendered subjectivity through a
phallocentric crlt1calliteracy approach has
meant a separate discourse box for women.
gins. and marginalised men. The separate
discourse box has contained them and
labelled them as 'other or 'different, There
appears to be a void in the crlt1cal iiteracy
arena which can not be addressed within the
confines of the phallocentric paradigm, We
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from a cliterocentric perspective need to be
given space and authority in the mainstream.
For this to occur. however. the semantlc
representations behind words need to be
changed to Include a cliterocentric
perspective. le: a view ot the woitd tram 0

female or marginallsed perspective. "This
means the female and the marglnalised
male get a pasitiVe rather than negative
discursive space in the debate about
gender.

To make language and literature more
representative of giits' experiences. in the high
school setting. several measures need to be
taken. "There needs to be a greater Inclusion
of women's writing in the English curriculum.
However. women's writing which perpetuates
and replicates traditional gender stereotypes
is of no educatlonal vaiue. "The inclusion of
women authors who use stereotypical gender
representations of female and marginalised
characters do not promote the discursive
space of the cliterocentric paradigm. For
example. Gillian RUbinstein's Space Demons
would not be chosen in 0 cliterocentric
selection because it places the male
character in the authority pasition and the
female in the submissive role. However.
Caroline MacDonald's The Lake at the End of
the World would be chosen in a cliterocentric
selection as it presents both male and
female characters having mutual emotlons
about their situatlon and working together for
a common outcome.

"Through the cliterocentric paradigm. privilege
of the male/patriarchy is challenged and
replaced by equal space for the diversity of
genders. Respect and value for difference
within and between gender groups can be
nurtured. developed and included in the
cliterocentric paradigm rather than being
threatened. devalued. and excluded in the
phallocentric paradigm. "The deployment of
the cliterocentric paradigm through clitical
literacy programs will help to dismantle the
'gender war by promoting negotlatlon
towards universal citizenship.

Conclusion

"The propasal for clltical literacy in high school
English analytical practice is to challenge the
use of the phallocentric paradigm as the

model tor the expression of gender. Gender
imagelY within English literature reflects a
traditional, white, phallocentric perspective.
"The impact of this literature on high school
students is that it locates the male and
masculinity In a dominant position. "This
phallocentric construction of maie and
masculinity promotes a model which rules
and divides the genders and assigns them
active and passive roles within a gendered
hierarchy. Wrthin this hierarchy the genders
are in blnalY and oppasing pasitions which
otherise the female and the marginal male.
"The discriminatlon. the victlmisatlon, the
subjugatlon, and the muting of the other is a
consequence of the palarisation of gender
within the phallocentric paradigm. An effect
of being otherised is to be bullied through
sexual harassment and limited definitions of
masculinities and femininities.

Critical literacy practices and gender reform
palicies are bosed on social justice principles
interested in expioring gender as a social
construct and emancipating the
disempawered through illuminatlng gender
inequities within language, context, and texts.
It is difficult to contest aberrant behaviours
endorsed by the traditional construction of
the male through phallocentric language
and discourse. "The problem with the critical
literacy and gender reform practices and
pallcies is that they are embedded in and
confined by the phallocentric paradigm.
"These practices, constrained in the
phallocentric paradigm, become neutralised
and tokenistic measures which do notlead to
change. "They sustain male as prMleged and
any other as a secondalY entity without
privilege.

Critical literacy within a cliterocentric
paradigm, or clitical literacy, uses some of
the tools used in critical language analysis.
However. cllticalliteracy analysis takes it a
step further. It proposes to transform, not
replicate, existing locations for gendered
characters. The move towards clitical literacy
promotes the universal right for all genders to
their own discursive space. Only in this
paradigm can palicy reform and literacy
practlces provide a safe and transformative
leaming environment in which a new
community of experts can emerge.
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Text A

Space Demons

APPENDIX
Textual Analysis

• tTaditional male status
overndes female
status

female

startled

like a ,abbrt

guilty

1001<00 dawn

dazzling

Language associations Message

Pc1Ner relattans
Sub/ob] posJItonlng

omers

male

Vigour

flung

sharply

rules

You stay outside until the siren goes:

She gave him another smile, nat so guilty this time, mOle dazzling.

male authOlrty

female
submissiveness

Text B

Extract-language (p.17)

When they got to the classroom. a tTansportable an the edge of the oval, M' RusseIl flung open the door with vigour,
and the gin inside jumped like a startled ,abbn.

"Undal" he said sharply. 'What are you doing' In here?"

She gave him a guilty smile and loaI<ed dawn at a piece of paper on which she had been writing. "Oh, nothing",
she answered.

'"You know the rules, Undo.

"Sorry, Mr Russell: she said.

•
•

Stereotypes

lockie leonard Scum Buster

Extract-language (p.31)

'"You know I've never even had a ginfnend?"

"Really?"

"Fourteen, and I've never had a chick:

'They don't like that, you know:

"Mlot?"

"ae;ng ChickS. And birds. And babes:

"How come?" \
~ dunno. Women. Who can understand em?"

'"Yeah. Absoiulely:

Stereotypes Language associations Message
Pc1Ner relattons

SUb/ob) positioning

omers

• macho male male female • women are irrational

• sexual knav.1edge and absoiulely chickS and can't be

prowess of males birds
understood by males

• maleauthOlrty
(venus-mars

babes syndrome)
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TextC

So Much to Tell You

Extract-language (p.72)

I found myselt wishing (I'm ashamed to soy this) thot my fathers aim hod been better otter all, and thot he had got
he; instead 01 me, like he'd planned. I tried Imagining how she would have screamed and staggered away and
how her expensive face wouid loak now.

Stereotypes Language ossoclotlons Message

Po.ver relations

Sub/ob] postNonlng

01t>ers

• female weakness - male female • femaie acceptance
victim planned wishing of abuse from males

• female against aim ashamed · female non-support of
female

got her imagining
female

• male control and
violence

expensive

• father as patriarch screamed

• mother dismissed staggered

Text D

The Lake at the End of the World

Extract-language (p.121)

We're nearly there. I'm nervous. I delay the immediacy of the underground confrontation by thinking about,
Instead. how very much I want to go and look ot the sea and the abandoned city and I want to see the mountain
towenng over the ranges. {male character speak/ng].

Extract-language (p. 122)

'Do you think S1uart's got his sight back?" I ask Diana ...

"Perhaps. I don't know. Hector, we've got to keep going'. Dlana has an anxiely In her voice I haven't heard
before, even when she was hurrying me along dunng the night she first toak me to the lake.

Stereotypes Language associations Message

Po.ver relations

SUb/ob} postNonlng

01t>ers

• challenges
stereotypes

• balance

male

nervous
delay

thinking about

being hurried along
(passive)

instead

Do you think

ask

female

keep going (instruction)

toak [active)

anxiety

Both characters have
mutual emotions about
situation

• male accepting
female leadership

• temale demonstrating
active leadership

• worIdng together for a
connmon outconne
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